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Introduction
A good number of candidates produced competent responses, demonstrating familiarity
with the topics and texts, good language awareness and evidence of ability to apply this
knowledge in order to transfer meaning, answer comprehension questions and offer factually
correct details pertaining to their chosen topics and texts.
Section A yielded detailed responses that captured meaning, detail and nuance very well.
Section B was tackled in a satisfactory manner by many candidates, despite occasional
slips in the application of the rules of the case system and wrong choice of vocabulary.
With regard to Section C: Topics and Texts, there was an obvious preference for the History
of Cyprus as well as the Cinema, Cavafy and Ioannou questions. An increased number of
candidates opted for the module on childhood and cinema and chose question 6(b). Very few
candidates chose the Greek History and the Geography modules and when they did, their
responses varied with few candidates achieving satisfactory marks, but most staying in the
mid-mark range of the assessment scale.
Candidates are advised to adhere to the prescribed word limit and structure their responses
in an organised manner, so they avoid platitudes and overviews of the topic, in favour of
more succinct and relevant arguments in direct response to the questions asked.
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Question 1
Question 1 produced many appropriate and well-formulated responses to the question,
presenting the right amount of information and avoiding superfluous and irrelevant detail.
As advised in the rubric, candidates ought to refrain from copying isolated phrases from the
text, without providing appropriate context or manipulating structures in order to provide
answers, which are syntactically and grammatically appropriate as well as factually correct.
Questions 1(a), 1(d), 1(e) and 1 (i) were answered very well by the majority of candidates,
albeit occasionally with more detail than required. A number of candidates answered
Question 1(b) without offering the distinguishing detail that provided the comparison (
περισσότερη κίνηση) and opted for «πολλή κίνηση», which was not the full answer.
Questions 1(f) and 1(g) offered interesting and mostly apt examples, with a small number
of candidates confusing πολιτιστικό for πολιτικό and citing inappropriate examples such as
πολιτικά κόμματα.
Question 1(h) proved the most stretching, with only high ability candidates answering in a
well formulated and detailed manner that pin pointed the irony of tourists avoiding the very
same places that have been negatively affected by tourists; either because they lost their
traditional character or because their natural beauty was spoiled.
Question 1(j) was one that yielded partially correct responses. Many candidates identified
the narrator’s preference correctly, but failed to provide the evidence to support this view,
i.e. the fact that this preference is implied through the narrator agreeing with the views of
today’s tourists.
This was a response that shows a high level of achievement, as it received full marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate had answered fully, with
appropriate detail and an occasional
awkwardness in phrasing (e.g.
1(d)), which did not detract from the
overall impression of a pertinent piece.

Examiner Tip

Even though correct in each of the constituent
details, this response is at times wordy, containing
correct but superfluous information. (e.g. 1(f)).
Candidates are advised to read carefully to provide
the details or explanation needed to support their
answers, but to stay away from expanding beyond
the one detail or example required. Occasionally,
superfluous information may contain mutually
exclusive or a mixture of correct and incorrect
answers. Candidates who responded in this way,
in 1(f) for example, lost valuable marks when the
correct detail was listed after a number of incorrect
ones (e.g. ξενοδοχεία, δρόμοι, δάση).
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This was a script that demonstrated an unsatisfactory level of achievement as it received 3
out of the available 14 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate responded by copying isolated phrases
from the text, without making the transformations
required in order for each answer to be an
appropriately phrased and grammatically correct
response to the question asked. Minimal effort to
rephrase using some words from the text (e.g.
1(a) Γιατί οι ξένοι που μας επισκέπτονται φέρνουν
εισόδημα στη χώρα) would have resulted in higher
marks, especially in relation to 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) .

Examiner Tip

Using past papers, practise responding to the
questions by paraphrasing and manipulating
structures, so that each response is grammatically
correct and syntactically appropriate.
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Question 2
A good number of candidates produced satisfactory translations which showed control of
meaning, command of vocabulary and structures as well as style. Some candidates lacked
the language skills in order to grasp more than the basic sense of the passage, whereas
many, including candidates with otherwise excellent knowledge of English and Greek, failed
to notice the gender of the cook quoted in the passage and translated the word as μάγειρας
instead of μαγείρισσα.
Even though most candidates employed correct linguistic structures to transfer meaning,
some vocabulary items such as 'calculate’ and 'share' were either translated with the wrong
word (e.g. μετρήσω) or, as in the case of ‘share’, with the correct verb but in the wrong
voice (μοιράσουν instead of μοιραστούν).
A small number of candidates opted for summaries of the source text, rather than
translations, whereas others offered several translation alternatives instead of sticking with
one. Candidates are advised against both of these practices.
This was a response that showed limited transfer skills. As a result the candidate was rarely
in control of accuracy.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate earned only 3 out of the available
10 marks. The passage contained many
grammatical errors and incorrect choice of
vocabulary. Occasionally, some communication
emerged but overall the translation suffered
from inadequate language awareness, which
made the Greek not intelligible enough.

Examiner Tip

Issues of subject and verb agreement need
to be monitored closely as they constitute
important tools for a successful translation,
even if the range of vocabulary is not
adequate in order to carry out the translation.

This was a very good translation that earned 9 out of the 10 available marks.
The language read well and contained a variety of correctly-used structures, vocabulary and
idiom. There were occasional lexical errors (ποσοστό, απογευματινό) which were aberrations
in an otherwise coherent and well translated response.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate demonstrated excellent
knowledge of grammar by opting for
a genitive follοwing μεταξύ, a future
simple instead of a future continuous (θα
πετάξουν, θα μοιραστούν) and conveyed
accurately the gender of the female cook
through the word μαγείρισσα.
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Examiner Tip

Take care to reread your responses to ascertain
that they correspond to the source text and that
all information is included and words are not left
out. Try to find the correct and most appropriate
word (e.g. ετοιμάζεις rather than μαγειρεύεις).
If a word escapes you, paraphrase to convey its
meaning, rather than leave a blank.

Question 3 (a) (x)
Very few candidates chose question 3(a). In the responses that covered the life and
times of political figures of interest, three names stood out: K.Karamanlis, A.Papandreou
and Y.Papadopoulos. Occasionally, details were muddled and notable achievements or
failures were attributed to the wrong people. There was a tendency to list events without
commentary or assessment. Such responses which enumerate items of relevance but
without analysis or commentary that addresses the requirements of the question stay in the
5-7 band.

Question 3 (b) (x)
This was the second least popular question in this series.
Answers in this section revealed that many candidates confused the word πολιτιστική
with πολιτική , as they did in question 1(g). As a result, many candidates revealed some
knowledge of the general topic but not of content related to the specific question.
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Examiner Comments

This was a representative response to 3(b) that
only gained 12 out of the 28 available marks.
Even though the candidate's language skills
were clearly very good, the response could
not merit more than the 4 marks awarded for
language as the content was largely irrelevant.

Examiner Tip

Candidates are advised against giving
memorised, general overviews of
the topic, without acknowledging the
specifics of the question.
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Question 4 (a) (x)
This was one of the popular responses in a question that required several factual details,
including names and dates. The chronological framework was 1925-1960, but the emphasis
was on diplomatic negotiations, not on armed struggle. A number of candidates provided an
overview of the struggles of Cypriot people under British rule and by the time they reached
their third page and started on the appeals to the UN, the word limit had already been
exhausted.
Many candidates, however, demonstrated excellent knowledge of the diplomatic efforts and
negotiations that led to the Declaration of Independence, while also commenting on the
challenges and the drawbacks of purposed solutions and resolutions.

Question 4 (b) (x)
Question 4(b) was a popular response, handled well by the majority of candidates. Many
candidates wrote varied and interesting accounts that identified the state of Cypriot society
and economy with substantiated detail and apt justification that pinpointed the causes of
this state of affairs.
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Examiner Comments

This was a very good response that scored 25
out the 28 available marks. The candidate offered
essential details, attributed certain situations and
developments to the right reasons and covered
areas pertaining to family life, the position of
women, education, as well as employment and
industry. There were omissions and occasionally
the argument lacked sophistication and contained
repetition, but the candidate made several relevant
points in response to the question, offering some
substantiation and factual support.

Examiner Tip

If a question invites factual information
on more than one area, as is the
case here with society and economy,
candidates are advised to organise their
material in a balanced manner so that
they do not seem to overcompensate
in favour of one area over another.
This candidate provided good balance
between the two but neglected to
marshall this information towards a
more lucid and inclusive conclusion.
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This was a response that lacked factual detail and relied on platitudes to address the
question.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate earned 9 out of the 28 available
marks. Some knowledge of the topic was
demonstrated but the information was very
basic and reliant on vague generalities.

Examiner Tip

Arguments need to be substantiated with
evidence, which may include factual details
such as dates, proper nouns, names of
treaties and agreements, laws etc.
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Question 5 (a) (y)
This was the most popular response in the Geography module. There were many clear
and succinct answers, which included varied details that addressed the importance of
the geophysical terrain for the development of a healthy economy. Agriculture, animal
husbandry, industry were tackled in well expressed arguments backed by substantiation that
demonstrated that the answer was grounded in research and that the candidates had been
taught well.
To qualify for marks from the higher bands, a response must have provided several
relevant points, which were substantiated with examples and details that showed very good
knowledge of the topic and understanding of the question. The response was a very good
response, as it covered a good number of pertinent information with incisive observations
and good organisation of material.
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Examiner Comments

The answer earned 24 out of the 28 available
marks. The candidate based a relevant description
on distinguishing details pertaining to Crete
and even though the obligatory reference to
the tourist industry was there, this was based
on some unique detail (αγροτουρισμό) and did
not restrict itself to the, otherwise indisputable,
beauty of Crete's beaches.

Examiner Tip

A good introduction is the gateway into an
essay and establishes the purposefulness
and independence of thought that the
candidate may possess. This essay
provides an excellent introduction which
states the thesis of the essay without
unnecessary preamble and generic
overviews. It is relevant and gets to the
point with economy and precision.
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As is often the case in this module, certain answers were over reliant on generic information
about good weather, beaches and tourism, with a notable absence of details and facts that
address other important aspects that contribute to the economy of Greece or Cyprus. In
certain cases, such as the one below, candidates wrote what they knew about an area,
rather than what the question required them to write.
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Examiner Comments

This response earned 12 out of 28 marks and
covered one city (Thessaloniki) out of the entire
area stipulated (Macedonia). It also focused on
details that fall outside the scope of the question. In
addition, many of the details provided were either
inaccurate or so general that they could apply to any
region in the Greek speaking world.
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Question 5 (b) (y)
A very small number of candidates chose question 5(b). Those who did wrote rather average
accounts of sites, rather than museums, and neglected to address the second part of the
question that invited some interpretation as to their significance for local identity formation,
tradition, education, etc.

Question 6 (a) (x)
Question 6(a) was not a popular question, as most candidates who chose the cinema
module opted for question 6(b). This may have had something to do with partial or insecure
understanding of the concept of ‘realism’, which was part and parcel of teaching material on
any cinematic traditions. Some more successful candidates made some remarkably astute
observations in direct response to the question.
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Examiner Comments

This essay constituted a model, excellent response
that tackled the issue in hand head on, with purpose,
certainly and a very lucid narrative as well as
analysis. The organisation of the material did justice
to the content itself and there was no wordage
wasted on generic statements and introductions. The
balance between narrative and analysis, knowledge
and understanding was stellar. An omission here
and there deprived this otherwise fully relevant and
coherent response from full marks.

Examiner Tip

Knowledge of specialised terms in
relation to the discussion of a certain
genre (in this case film) or the
narrative devices employed by artists
(directors or poets) is always a plus.
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Some candidates were not in a position to fully comprehend and identify ‘unrealistic’ and
chose to respond by judging the films in terms of their own experience.
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Examiner Comments

This answer gained 14 marks. It was short, showed
little close knowledge of the films and attempted
a very personal, to the candidate, and rather
unconvincing assessment of what constituted
unrealistic. The response did not take into account
cinematic conventions and was sometimes based
on inaccurate details. There was an attempt to link
unrealistic scenes to comic relief but this argument
was neither developed or properly substantiated.

Examiner Tip

It is important to organise your material
by adhering to the conventions of essay
composition. Candidates are advised
to structure their response appropriately, by
including an introduction that states one's
purpose and, sometimes, thesis, and
a conclusion that draws the important
components of one's argument together.

Question 6 (b) (x)
A good number of candidates chose to write on the friendships that dominate the plot of
the films studied, whether these friendships were between children, between children and
adults, who usually happened to be family members, or adults themselves. There were
several essays that included factually correct and mostly relevant information, but more
often than not there was evidence of description at the expense of analysis and overtly
long narratives that exhausted the prescribed word limit before having the chance to refer
to a third, and sometimes second, film. An obvious pattern in these responses concerned
the omission of the second part of the question which asked the candidates to identify how
these friendships affected the protagonists, either by influencing their future choices or their
psychology as children.

Question 7 (a) (y)
As is always the case, questions on Cavafy attracted the most candidates. Quite often, there
was evidence of good knowledge of the poems, which was well integrated into the questions,
with reasonable attempts to link the information into a coherent whole. There was an
obvious preference for a small number of poems, which did not always fit the argument that
should be developed in response to the question, which was particularly evident in question
7(a). Many candidates bypassed the two related concepts αγάπη και έρωτας, in order to
focus on not entirely relevant accounts of love for one's country, love for luxury, love for
easy living, love for one's young age etc. Although few of these responses seemed to bear
some relevance to the question, they were mostly distinguished by identical introductions
and phrasing that pointed to prelearnt material, rather than solid knowledge of the poems
and ability to analyse and interpret. The candidates who aptly chose to write on love and
desire, wrote well-articulated responses that identified the nature of love, its marginalisation
by society, its role as inspiration for poetry and its susceptibility to oblivion and the passage
of time.
An excellent essay that covered many relevant aspects of Cavafy's treatment of love and
desire, using apt poems for substantiation, good economy and structure.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate earned 27 out of the available 28
marks. The main thesis was well argued, the
organisation and development of ideas were
extremely clear and effective and there was no
veering into unnecessary biographical details and
lengthy, pompous introductions.

Examiner Tip

Utilise your knowledge of the
material to select what is relevant to
the particular question and what is
not. Not all poems fit all questions.

Some responses showed insecure knowledge of the poems and anecdotal information about
the poet, which had no place in this type of essay. Description and analysis ought to be in
response to the poems and not in dialogue with the poet's biography, unless some element
of the question invites that particular aspect.
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Examiner Comments

This was a less successful response that only
earned 13 marks. There was some attempt
to respond to the question but as this was
not grounded in good knowledge of Cavafy's
corpus, it remained vague and incomplete.

Examiner Tip

Avoid platitudes that do not contribute to
the argument. It is a good idea to focus on
the poems and what they convey in terms
of a worldview, without personalising their
‘message’ to talk about what the poems say
about the way the poet has lived his life.
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Question 7 (b) (y)
Question 7(b) was handled well by many candidates who chose appropriate poems to
discuss the way politicians, people in positions of authority or ordinary people are portrayed
and to make pertinent remarks about why these individuals may deserve one's admiration
or not. There were varied and often contradictory assessments of various characters,
notably King Demetrius and Ignatius (of the "Tomb of Ignatius" fame) who were either
considered villains or heroes, surprisingly for the same reasons.
A number of candidates failed to read the question carefully and instead of identifying the
characters whose profile and actions they were asked to admire or disrespect, together with
the reasons why, they wrote about poems where Cavafy was offering a noble way out of an
impasse (Απολείπειν ο Θεός Αντώνιον) or a recipe for noble living (Όσο μπορείς) but where
there were actually no characters shown to act in such a way.
A good response was one that employs appropriate material to support an argument that
addressed the question directly.
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Examiner Comments

This was an excellent response because its
arguments were grounded in apt textual
evidence and were organised in a purposeful
and clear manner towards a succinct and
sensible conclusion. The response earned
27 out of the 28 available marks and used
appropriate language and terms to offer an
interesting and well documented thesis.

Examiner Tip

The importance of linking your introduction
and conclusion to the requirements of the
question cannot be underestimated. Avoid
generic and prelearnt introductions about
Cavafy's εμβέλεια and μεστό στίχο.
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Some responses showed shaky knowledge of the poems. Even though some of the analysis
was along the right lines, details were factually incorrect or the poem did not serve the
purpose of substantiating the argument.
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Examiner Comments

This poem earned 14 marks out of the
possible 28. There was some basic factual
information which was often incorrect.
The conclusion was rather inappropriate
and difficult to comprehend.

Examiner Tip

Possessing good language skills is not by itself an
adequate prerequisite for entering this examination.
Solid knowledge of the topics and texts is also
required as is the ability to use this knowledge in a
relevant response to the question asked.

Question 8 (a) (y)
Question 8(a) invited candidates to respond to a two pronged question that asked them to
identify Ioannou's thematic preoccupations and comment on how successful his treatment of
these themes were. Most candidates did very well on the first part, offering examples
illustrating the array of Ioannou's themes: death, loneliness, love, poverty, displacement
etc. These responses were very successful in their selection of apt details but occasionally
veered off into all-inclusive summaries of the stories that hampered the development of
an argument with regard to the second requirement of the question. There was little to no
commentary on Ioannou's narrative devices and subsequent success, or not, in the way he
delineates his stories while focusing on these themes.

Question 8 (b) (x)
A good response was about evidence of knowledge of the subject and understanding of the
question, but it was also an exercise in effective and clear organisation.
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Examiner Comments

This response had the makings of an excellent one,
but earned only 21 marks as the candidate did not
succeed in organising the information within the
constraints of the rubric. As a result and because of
the length that surpasses the recommended limit,
a lot of the discussion regarding the treatment of
women, as well as the conclusive remarks were left
out of the material under assessment.

Examiner Tip

Avoid offering more and lengthier description than
needed, in order to substantiate your argument. Do
not rehash the plot of the stories. Round up your main
points and offer a conclusive argument which addresses
the question, within the prescribed word limit.
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Question 8 (b) (y)
Question 8(b) was also a very popular one and occasionally tended to yield rather lengthy
responses that frequently went over the word limit. This was not advisable practice as
it took away valuable marks both from the knowledge and understanding as well as the
organisation and development criteria for assessment; especially as, very often, candidates
did not get to discuss the required three stories, before they reach the end of the prescribed
wordage.
A good number of candidates produced some very sophisticated responses which
showed that they had obviously been taught very well. They illustrated their individual
arguments with regard to the position of women as portrayed in Ioannou's stories with apt
substantiation. There were also some responses that showed very superficial understanding
of the question. These tended to provide detailed descriptions of the women in the stories
without, however, any remarks or conclusions with regard to what exactly these description
meant; both in terms of the women's position in their societies but also in terms of
Ioannou's treatment of them.
Short responses, just like overly long responses, did not earn marks from the higher bands
of the assessment scale, as, like in this particular case, there was not enough evidence of
knowledge of the text, understanding of the question and development of a thesis.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate earned 12 marks as there was
nothing but cursory references to women
vaguely featuring in some stories. The
material was mostly descriptive, lacked detail
and was not interpreted fully or appropriately.

Examiner Tip

Conclusions ought to say something about
one's argument vis-à-vis the question asked.
More than words strung together, a conclusion
ought to make a good final impression by
offering a synthesis of one's thoughts and the
thrust of what has been raised in the essay.
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Paper Summary
Most candidates grasped the basic sense of the passage in Section A and responded to the
questions providing pertinent detail in good Greek. Candidates are reminded to:
•

avoid copying from the source text without manipulating the language or providing a
context that fits the question

•

pay attention to the rules of orthography and present a legible answer that does not spill
over the margins of the page

•

pay attention to the number of details required for a full response.

Section B showed evidence of achievement in transferring meaning from English into Greek,
with most candidates providing satisfactory translations that showed they were in control of
meaning. Candidates are reminded to:
•

avoid leaving gaps if they are not aware of the appropriate word. Attempt to paraphrase
shows that candidates are in control of meaning

•

pay attention to tense formation as there is not always an equivalent between a tense
in English and a tense in Greek. Occasionally, a simple past in English may be used
to convey habit and repetition, whereas in Greek it is not usually the case; this is the
function of the imperfect

•

Section C yielded uneven responses, with most opting for questions 6, 7 and 8. There
was clear evidence of good and often excellent knowledge of the texts prescribed for
questions 7 and 8, but this was also where the answers presented tended to be more
descriptive and factual, rather than a combination of descriptive and analytical. Despite
obvious linguistic competence and often excellent knowledge of the topic/text some
candidates did not manage to exploit their skills in order to gain full marks. This was
largely due to responses which were too long, well above the wordage permitted, and
pre-learned introductions that had little or no relevance to the requirements of the
question.

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

practise writing pertinent answers, which pay attention to rubric and are able to
discriminate between what to include and what to exclude. Although knowledge of the
topics and text is required, a pertinent response must link this knowledge to the specific
requirements of the question. All-inclusive answers may earn the candidate some marks,
but unless the question is addressed, these will not merit marks from the top tiers of the
assessment criteria

•

practise writing within the restrictions of the rubric. Unfortunately, answers which exceed
the recommended word limit were considered incomplete if they do not manage to make
the necessary points and substantiate them within the number of words prescribed by
the rubric

•

pay attention to rubric stipulations and presentation. A serious matter concerning
procedure related to the candidates’ organisation of their allocated space for each
question. Some candidates wrote responses to questions in the space of the wrong
question. It is advisable to pay attention to ticking the correct box

•

observe the conventions of the Greek alphabet and writing system and not mix English
and Greek characters (using the Greek υ and not the English “u”). Indicating the position
of the stress where needed is a required convention.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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